Committee Members: Pauline Manaka (chair), Christopher Thomas (from Law), Sheila Smyth, Dan Tsang. The committee was put together after May 2012, according to LAUC/LAUC-I directives. It met no more than 4-5 times formally; some of the less confidential work [candidate follow-ups, candidate encouragements or clarifications to questions, etc.] was done informally via phone as follow-ups.

a. The Elections

The LAUC Nominations Committee leads the date settings and all of the calendar for the 10 campus LAUC bodies; http://www.ucop.edu/lauc/elections/calendar-2013.pdf. LAUC-I’s nomination committee followed the above agenda carefully during the entire elections planning phase. This year LAUC-I wanted to encourage TWO nominees for each vacant position – to ensure competition and lessen ‘entitlement’ issues. This meant touching base with many people; to do this effectively the group divided chores on reaching out to colleagues.

b. Candidates for both LAUC-I and LAUC open positions

LAUC-I needed two names for each of these openings: Vice-chair/Chair Elect; Secretary and Member-at-Large for the executive board. For Committee work there were openings as follows: ONE for Program; TWO for Research & Prof. Dev. and TWO for the Library Review committees. LAUC-I was eligible this year to provide ‘new’ representatives’ names to run for system wide Secretary, and someone for the LAUC Diversity committee.

c. Election Calendar/Ballot

The LAUC-I calendar was put together following the guidelines of the system wide one. The same was with the final ballot; it included the LAUC and LAUC-I candidates.
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